Family

Albright, Flossie
My Secret War Diary

Bavati, Robyn
Pirouette

Carnavas, Phil
The Elephant CBCA

Cheng, Jack
See You In The Cosmos

Clark, Sheryl
One Perfect Pirouette

Dodd, Amber Lee
We Are Giants

Draper, Sharon M
Stella By Starlight

Foster, Stewart
The Bubble Boy

Goldberg-Sloan H
Counting by Sevens

Irving, Ellie
The Matilda Effect

Jacobson, Jennifer
Paper Things

Jonsberg, Barry
My Life as an Alphabet CBCA

Kadohata, Cynthia
The Thing About Luck

Kane, Kim
Pip: The Story of Olive

MacDibble, Bren
How to Bee CBCA

Mass, Wendy
Bob

Morgan Sally
Sister Heart CBCA

Martine, Murray
Marsh and Me CBCA

Murphy, Sally
Toppling

Nannestad, Katrina
The Girl Who Brought Mischief

Rodda, Emily
The Shop at Hoopers Bend CBCA

Roy, James
Miss Understood

Russon, Penni
The Endisister

Tan, Shaun
The Arrival CBCA GN

Telgemeier, Rania
Sisters GN

Wang, Gabrielle
The Garden of Empress Cassia CBCA

Weetman, Nova
The secrets we keep CBCA

Worland, Steve
Paper Planes